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Indian rope plant

Hoya carnosa compacta, also known as Hindu Rope make unique potted bookmarks. Hoya is thick, twisted, curly, cupped leaves draping along juicy vines. Click to purchase the name Hindu Rope Plant is often called Hoya, Indian Rope, Angel Rope, Wax Plant, China Flower, Krinkle Kurl. Indian ropes can be found in solid greenery or with varied leaves. For the most part, hoya
plant is very easy to care for, as long as you give it a lot of light and are careful with water. Scientific classification Family: Apocynaceae Subfamily: Asclepiadoideae Tribe: Marsdenieae Genus: Hoya Planting Rope Hoya Hoya is a flexible plant that thrives in almost every commercial potted soil of general purpose. A handful of perlite added to potted soil helps because hoya needs
a well-draining soil and does not tolerate wet, soggy soil. Click to purchase You can also make your own potted soil with 2 parts of the flooding mixture, 2 parts of peat, 2 parts of sand and 1 part of perlite or crushed charcoal. Make sure you are using a pot that has drainage holes. Propagate Hoyas by cuttings of the highest growth, or seedlings of leaves in the same way as
African violets and Gloxinias. Medium cut or beginning of leaves will produce a flowering plant within two years or less. The simplest method of propagation is to apply layers. Layers mature faster and do not need so much patience. Pin the stem, on the joint, in a damp root medium. Separate and pot the new plant when the roots were formed. Click to buy Hoya is a difficult plant
that will survive in low light. But while a plant grown in low light can be attractive, it won't grow quickly and will probably never bloom. Hoya works best in bright, indirect light away from the intense, hot sun. The plant develops at normal to warm room temperatures of about 75 degrees Celsius during the day and temperatures around 10 F cooler at night. Give them at least half a day
of sunshine and bring them home when temperatures drop below 50 degrees F (10 degrees C). Other than enough sunlight, proper watering is the most important requirement for a healthy hoya rope. Drainage is critical, then the Hoya plant can drop buds if the soil remains too soggy. Water the plant deeply until the water flows through the drainage hole, then let the excess water
run down. Click to purchase Let the soil become relatively dry before the next watering, but do not let the soil become dry, because excessively dry soil for a long time can also cause the plant to fall buds. Hoya prefers average humidity. If the air is dry, the plants will haze from time to time. Reduce watering in winter, ensuring enough to moisten the soil. Hoya plants don't ask
much, except for the well-draining soil and warm moist conditions that many tropical flowers crave. They do not like wet feet or heavy soil, and grow as much as epiphytes in nature (similar to bromeliads and and Click to purchase Although hoya is not a heavy feeder, it uses fertilizer once every two to three months, while the plant actively grows in spring and summer. Apply water-
soluble fertiliser of general use to indoor plants at the rate recommended on the label. Stop fertilizing when the plant is at rest in autumn and winter. Watch out for signs that you are giving too much or too little fertilizer. A plant with pale leaves may require more frequent fertilization. Click to purchase If the new leaves are dark green but small, fertilize less often or dilute the
fertilizer solution. Too much fertilizer can burn hoya roots. They are light feeders, and a monthly drink of compost tea or diluted fish emulsion provides all the nutrition that tropical ones need. Hoyas like the safety of cozy pots and plants that are somewhat root-related will flower more prolifically than those that float around in a giant photo pot michelle hayes hoyas are not reliable
blooming. Some plants bloom in the first year, while others do not bloom for three years or more. Plenty of bright sunlight and proper watering are the best ways to encourage hoya to flourish. When the Hoya plant blooms, do not remove the used flowers, as new flowers appear in the same place year after year. Click to buy the International Hoya Association recommends cutting
back hoya to produce bushy, more attractive plants and, ultimately, even more, blooms. When your Hoyas finishes flowering, leave the stem of the flowers as it can produce new flowers. Removing the stem forces the plant to produce a new stem that delays flowering and wastes the plant's energy. Where can I put Hoya? Hoyas will stick to a small grating, providing a vertical
touch in a tropical container garden. Place the Hoya plant in a hanging basket, where you can admire it from your favorite place on the deck or veranda. The Hoya plant would appreciate the humid conditions along with the function of water. Do you like what you read? Do you appreciate the information? We are a non-profit 501c3! Thank you for your contribution by clicking
DONATE! Hindu rope (Hoya carnosa Compacta) Photograph: missboon.ca The plant known as the Hindu rope plant is (probably*) a strange mutation of a better-known wax plant or porcelain flower, Hoya carnosa. It is a really strange plant, with a thick stem covered with thick, waxy, dark green, highly curvy leaves that twist and rotate and hole, usually completely hiding juicy
stems. Because the leaves are so curly, some show more of their brighter green underside than their topside, which may not be as good for photosynthesis. *At least one author has listed this plant as a species in itself under the name H. compacta. You can also see the names H. carnosa Krinkle Kurl, H. Crispa and H. fleshy Hummel's Compact. Użyję Użyję carnosa Compact
here for convenience. It's been around for a long time, probably since the 1950s. Some claim it was released by California hybridizer Ed Hummel and was created through his experiments with X-rays on plants, but I don't know, there's no proof of that. Besides, I've seen regular H. carnose with one stem that mutated into a similar twisted form without outside help, so I don't think
radiation is necessary.  A 16-year-old Hindu rope. Photo: regalshield, reddit.com The original H. carnosa is a climbing plant, but this one seems content with the pot, with long strands of stem-covered leaves that creep to the edge of the pot and then they stick almost straight down like a rope, hence the common name. It is a very irregular breeder, sometimes growing slowly, but
certainly, and then stopping completely for a year or more, and then suddenly introducing a growth screech: a thick new stem that stretches quickly (for hoya, that is) with numerous small leaves that will soon grow and twist to surround it. Young stems usually grow up at the beginning, and then hang under the weight of developing leaves. Flowers on the Hindu line. Photo:
vermonthoyas.com It also blooms ... (you may need to wait 2 or 3 years). Puff-balls of water-free pink flowers with a red center that barely go beyond the leaves (and indeed, sometimes mix with them) appear occasionally, usually in spring or summer. They last about 2 to 3 weeks. Blooms always seem to come from nowhere, like a flower stem (spur) that wears buds is usually
hidden by twisting leaves until the last minute. Do not remove the spurs from which they appear: more flowers will germinate from the same stimulus in the future. Variegated too! There are also diverse varieties of this plant.   Hoya carnosa Compacta Variegata. Photo: ebay.com Most commonly called, variously, H. carnosa Regalis, H. carnosa Compacta Variegata, H. carnosa
Crispa Variegata and H. carnosa Variegated Krinkle Kurl. For simplicity, I just call H. carnosa Compacta Variegata. It has the same twisted leaves as an ordinary Hindu rope, but with pink and white margins. Apparently, it appeared spontaneously as a mutation on a well-known diverse hoya of the same color, H. carnosa Krimson Queen. There is also a much rarer variety with an
inverted variety, sold as H. carnosa Compacta Medio-picta, Lura Lei or Mauna Loa, where the center of the leaf is creamy and the edges green. It is believed to be a mutation of krimson princess. Develop your own Indian Indian rope. Pay attention to the new stem on the right side, still vertical and not yet surrounded by leaves. Photo: Paul2032, garden.org It is a hard, easy to
grow, pointless plant, slow as molasses in January, but these are not the most easy plants It seems to succeed in everything from full sun to quite deep shade, although bright light with direct sun is best in any well-draining flood mixture. Allow the mixture to dry at least slightly before thoroughly watering with damp water. It is said that preferring to be allowed is rather tight in the
pot and so will not have to repotting for years. Fertilization, if you like, although it seems to grow just as well without fertilizer as with it. It also seems unfazed by dry indoor air. The only thing you will not tolerate is low temperatures. The ideal temperature range for this plant is 15-29 °C (60-85 °F). Although you will enjoy the summer outdoors in the mid-tone, bring it long before the
blow of frost when night temperatures approach 10 °C. Multiplie your Indian rope by 10 cm (4 inches) of stem seedlings, removing a few lower leaves to release the bare part of the stem. Root seedlings in perlite, vermiculite or regular potted soil. And yes, they are slow to root and even slower to show any signs of growth! Where to find it? Hindu rope is a fairly common houseplant
and most garden centers wear it at least occasionally. If not, there are many providers on the Internet that offer it. Diverse forms are not so common and you may need a more thorough search to locate them.  One thought still to consider. Do you really want this plant? Because, in my opinion, it is downright ugly. But maybe there is beauty in its ugliness. You decide! Decide!
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